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● We present an unsupervised end-to-end ASR-TTS autoencoder framework,

where we discover discrete subword units from speech without using any labels.

● Contributions:

○ Present a discrete encoding method that outperforms continuous encodings.

○ Able to dientangle speech content from speaker style automatically.

○ Achieved many-to-many voice conversion without using any parallel data.

● In our subjective and objective evaluations, we show that VC quality is improved 

when compared to continuous representations (Chao et. el).

● In ZeroSpeech 2019, the proposed method achieved 2nd place in terms of low bitrate.
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Proposed Method (½) -  Discrete linguistic units discovery

In this unsupervised end-to-end manner, discrete linguistic units are learned
and represented as multilabel binary vectors (MBVs).

Training Reconstructed 
Speech

ASR-Encoder is trained to discover 
a set of common linguistic units 

given a variety of speakers

TTS-Decoder is trained to project 
the discovered units back to the 

designated speech



Proposed Method (½) - MBV: discrete vectors of zeros one ones

Linearly project the 
last hidden layer of 
ASR-Encoder into a
             space.



Training

Inference

Voice 
Conversed 
Speech

Reconstructed 
Speech

The voice converted speech would sound like         uttering         ’s content.

Proposed Method (½) - VC using the ASR-TTS autoencoder



Both one-hot and MBV are discrete, however

each dimension of one-hot vector corresponds to a linguistic unit (phoneme), 
while each dimension of MBV may corresponds to a pronunciation attribute. 

Why Multilabel-Binary Vectors ? (MBV)

This makes MBV more data efficient than one-hot vectors as a linguistic unit,
We also verified that one-hot vectors is incapable for this task.

/d/
/t/

/k/
/a/
/ae/

/opened mouth/
/rolled tongue/

/heavy breath/
/slight breath/
/closed lips/

MBVone-hot



How can the model automatically learn
how to disentangle speech content form speaker identity?

If the bottleneck dimension of the ASR-Encoder is set just right, 
so that there is just enough capacity to encode the content, 

ideal VC output can be achieved.

Why does it work?

This is later formally proved by Qian et. al (ICML 2019),
where they used RNN + downsampling to form the bottleneck,

in comparison we use discrete encodings to form this bottleneck.



Bottleneck Visualization
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Proposed Method (2/2) - Target guided adversarial learning
Step 0: Given the trained ASR-TTS autoencoder framework shown previously

(Voice Set)



Proposed Method (2/2) - Target guided adversarial learning
Step 1: Add a TTS-Patcher on top of it to improve VC quality

(Voice Set)



Proposed Method (2/2) - Target guided adversarial learning
Step 2: Train the TTS-Patcher (Generator) in the framework of GAN



Proposed Method (2/2) - Target guided adversarial learning

Step 3: Use reconstruction loss to guide 
GAN’s update towards target speakers’ 
style.



Proposed Method (2/2) - Target guided adversarial learning



Experiment - Setups

● The ZeroSpeech 2019 Challenge provides two datasets:
○ Development English Set
○ Testing Suprise Set

● For our experiments:
We use only the English set (Voice / Unit set, no parallel data are used) for 
training, and evaluate our model on the English Test set.

● For ZeroSpeech 2019 Challenge:
Tune our model’s hyperparameters with the Development English set, 
and use those hyperparameters to train our Surprise language model.



Previous Work by 
Chao et al. 
(Voice Conversion)

Chou et al. (2018) introduce a classifier on the latent code, which needs to 
be trained in a GAN setting.

However, we did not use additional supervision on the latent code and 
achieved improved results.
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Experiment - 
Degree of 
Disentanglement

A disentangled representation 
should produce voice similar to 
the target speakers and leads to 
higher classification accuracy.

Incapable for 
this task

Speaker
Classifier

continuous

/



Experiment - Subjective Evaluation
● Human participants are required to grade each 

method on a 1 to 5 scale under two measures: 

○ Naturalness
Whether the converted 
speech is human-like.

○ Similarity
Whether the converted
speech’s has similar speaker 
characteristics to the 
target speaker.



Experiment - Subjective Evaluation
The setting we used to compete 
in the ZeroSpeech Challenge● Human participants are required to grade each 

method on a 1 to 5 scale under two measures: 

○ Naturalness
Whether the converted 
speech is human-like.

○ Similarity
Whether the converted
speech’s has similar speaker 
characteristics to the 
target speaker.



Surprise Set Leaderboard - ZeroSpeech 2019 Challenge 



Surprise Set Leaderboard - ZeroSpeech 2019 Challenge 

low MOS because it is an 
inevitable trade-off with 
extremely low bitrate, 

however we show that the 
proposed method is capable 
of generating high quality 
sound in the previous exp.

There is a trade-off curve



Experiment - Encoding Dimension Analysis

The proposed method achieves 
lower “bit rate” and “distinct 
units” with comparable ABX 
scores.

More analysis can be found in our 
paper.



Conclusion
● The proposed encoding method MBV offers a strong bottleneck for 

content extraction in VC.

● As a result strong VC performance is achieved as speaker identity is 
eliminated from extracted encodings, while speech content is preserved.

● In the ZeroSpeech 2019 Challenge Surprise Dataset Leaderboard, the 
proposed method achieved outstanding results in terms of low bitrate.
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